
Hi Friends,

We are anchoring our faith, and our trust on a deeper level. There’s no going
back. I trust that you are doing well and that you are feeling optimistic toward
the future you are creating. Remember that love leads to sustainability,
expansion and growth. Tend to those emotional triggers with love, while
choosing to be present and open to the expansion. The two podcasts at the
end of this newsletter are here to help. I have found that our greatest wounds
are the KEYS to our greatest mastery. 
It's time to stretch beyond what we thought possible.

I wanted to touch on a few things today.  

Lighten up and letting go.
Netflix and Heartland
Personal Healing ~ One on One Sessions
The Daily Practice
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I have been watching Heartland on Netflix. This is my second time around
watching it... 11 Seasons. Heartland is a show about a family, horses, a ranch,
and some of the most beautiful scenery that we have here in the Pacific
Northwest. The show is filmed in Canada however. I have shared with many
friends about just how much I love Heartland. I realize that much of that love is
because of its name, Heartland. I also feel that the actors on the set are part of
my family. I love the cast.

My friend recently wrote to me saying:
"Thank you for recommending Heartland. I have been watching it also, and I
feel so good after each episode. The way Amy quietly stays quiet in presence
with her ‘clients’ also reminds me of your abilities, Kornelia."They call Amy The
Horse Whisperer.  The Miracle Girl. I guess you could call me The Client
Whisperer.

My Dear Friends, if you are struggling with where you are at in your life, 
and are feeling low in energy, feeling depressed, or feeling like you've been
hiding under a bushel, please book a session with me. I am able to help you
immensely with the healing of your heart, the healing of your body, and in the
calling of your spirit back to life.

On a business end, one of my other skills is calling people out into the
abundance of their spirit. One of my more recent Superstars Diane
McClay had this to say. "Thanks for calling me out, and inviting my
storytelling and interviewing skills out into the Light! 
Are you ready to have your own podcast? And grow your brand?
Contact me if you are ready to have your own show in 2021.
radio@korneliastephanie.com

The Daily Practice ~ Monday to Friday
Learn to strive for your emotions and thoughts to be aligned with love and
peace in every NOW moment. By practicing 10 minutes daily, you'll see a shift
towards positivity while learning how to release & let go of all negativity: We
practice living in daily gratitude. A loving space for Integrative Unity, and a
scared space for a global interactive online community. Just this week, some
members were peeling off more "layers of the onion", claiming a higher Self-
Worth. This was shared in the group, cleared, and everyone healed from it. 

Going From Feeling Not Good Enough ~ The Old Belief...
You are ever-releasing old negative feelings of not feeling good enough. 
Release your feelings of not-good-enough through every experience. Claim
your truth. The truth is, you are worthy beyond measure. This has often been a
deep, lifelong wound that is part of many peoples' experiences; low Self-Worth.
This is part of the healing we need to overcome and now realize the immense
value of being and feeling worthy.

... to I AM Worthy and I Make Choices That Reflect That Belief ~ The New
Belief
Today, it's hard for me to imagine that I ever, ever had a thought that was
attached to a belief that was attached to an emotion, that I wasn't good
enough; and that I used to make choices that reflected that belief.
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We are only releasing the feelings of not feeling-good-enough through our
experiences, so that we may make decisions that reflect a healthy Self-
Worth; living in our highest potential, living our best life, creating and
experiencing our lives in abundance, claiming our worth, and being around
others that will reflect our beauty. It must first come from the inside; feeling
worthy, feeling deserving and making the choices to reflect that.
Only you can deem yourself worthy.

Some members of the group have been here for the past 5 years.  
They use this Daily Practice to raise their vibrations, to be part of a community
they trust; to heal and feel better, and they contribute daily to the gratitude
vortex. 
If you'd love to be part of this, please click on the following links to learn more.
https://membership.korneliastephanie.com/start/
https://youtu.be/t96m4iV7QsY
https://youtu.be/ao5Q03WNBVA

THE ONLY PATH IS... YOUR TRUE
NORTH, THE DIRECTION OF YOUR
HIGHER POWER... GUIDING YOU
IN BUILDING YOUR NEW WORLD
WITH EVERY THOUGHT, ACTION,
AND DEED. IN COMMUNITY, FOR
COMMUNITY BECAUSE LOVE IS
THE ACTION AND PEACE IS THE
WAY.
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In this podcast, I talk about how I used my emotions to heal my life and my
body and how you can too. Our greatest wounds are the keys to our greatest
mastery. 

Feel to Heal the Body Start with the Emotional Core Wounds

Watch Here

With this podcast, I have been told it activated so many emotions for healing in
the story telling. We heal through story telling. A little about my life and story.
On Being Sovereign, The New Human.

A little about my life and story. 
On Being Sovereign, The New Human.

Watch Here

The Prayer Treatment~ by Dr. Paul
Leon Master.
We are releasing a negative past to be able to
open to a positive present and future.

I call forth into the presence of the Father-
Mother God of the Universe Whose presence
lives within; means the absolute reality of my
selfhood."I affirm that I am guided by your
presence to a state of greater oneness with
you".

In such oneness through your universal power moving within me, all negativity 
experienced in my past is released through your healing presence, that I may 
live more close to you in the Eternal Now, where you can guide me to have a 
life that fulfills my soul and gives inspired purpose to my life. For this, I give 
thanks. I let be so. And so it is.
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I’m sending you so much peace love and liberty,
How do you feel going forward? How are you managing your emotional
tone?

Harmoniously yours,
Kornelia
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